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 Ã¢ÂÂ¿Â¾ or planar Multilanguage btw is a fine idea, I just wish it worked at all That's why I wanted a very simple setup
(without any language packs) If that works, I'll be on the real ubuntu-touch channel That's why I would like to know if you can
see the desktop keyboard in ubiquity ah, I think I see it now so it's a matter of access rights for the file, so I need to add myself

to the group "disk" and that's it? and also I can change the keyboard layout there So I could just use the "Ubuntu" one, but
without the silly multilanguage layout (even if it's not so complicated) CasperF: I can't at the moment, I can see a virtual

keyboard, it's the layout I couldn't work out davmor2: You see the keyboard on the "Ubuntu" page? CasperF: no on the ubuntu-
device-flash side that is oh, then it's the underlying image that you need to install ok, I thought I installed the right image now

CasperF: I think I did then there is no point in putting a language pack in the apt-get install it's right out of the box but you need
to enable it somehow CasperF: I think it was on the device side, if you had the right image then it should have been available

"enable" it? you mean, enable it to use the Ubuntu keyboard? davmor2: I need to enable it to use the "Ubuntu" keyboard what I
want is the "latin_US" keyboard, which only supports bengali and marathi CasperF: there is no language selector 520fdb1ae7
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